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Abstract

A structural fire safety design method for composite steel-concrete slim floor structures was developed, including the characterization of fully-developed compartment fire curves and the equivalent fire exposure, temperature analysis of the composite structures, and the structural response analysis of composite slim floor structures subjected to fire. Special interest was given to the structural responses of the slim floor beam both as an isolated member and a part of the frame structure. The mechanical interaction behind the global deformation response of the frame was emphasized.

Although the analyzed objects concentrated on composite slim floor structures, the according fire safety design method and the explored structural response mechanism in fire are equally applicable to other types of building structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General

Fire safety design is an important aspect of building design. A properly designed building system greatly reduces the hazards to life and limits property loss. The research on fire safety design started as long ago as almost 80 years (Inberg 1928). Today the concept of fire safety design has been improved significantly and become more rational.

Current fire safety concepts are optimally integrated packages of passive structural, active technical and active organizational fire precaution measures, which allow well-defined objectives agreed by the owner, the fire authority and the designer to be fulfilled.

Passive structural measures include fire-resistant load-bearing structures, the fire protection of the main load-bearing elements and fire compartmentation by floors and walls. Active technical measures include automatic fire detection, automatic fire alarm transmission devices, fire-fighting installations and automatic fire suppression devices such as sprinklers, etc. Active organizational measures include water supply, public and on-site fire fighting services, installations for means of escape, training, emergency plans and so on.

The fire safety objectives in the present European Fire Codes are explicitly based on the life safety objective [35]. However, protecting properties from loss due to the careless behaviour of a neighbour is another important aim. According to the Construction Product Directive (CPD)[34] in the clause concerning ‘Safety in case of fire’, the following essential requirements have to be fulfilled in the event of an outbreak of fire

- the load-bearing capacity of the construction can be assumed for a specific period of time
- the generation and spread of fire and smoke within the works are limited
- the spread of fire to neighbouring construction works is limited
- occupants can leave the works or be rescued by other means
- the safety of rescue teams is taken into consideration

The central objective of fire safety in the current Fire Codes is to confine the fire within the compartment in which it started. They consist of a collection of requirements, only or mostly related to the structural fire resistance of load-bearing elements and to walls and slabs necessary to guarantee the compartmentation.

It should be noted that the objectives of fire safety are a historical concept, in which the content can change with the development of fire science. Besides, the additional objectives (e.g. reparability) can also be implemented if the client or authorities require a particular building or project.
1.2 Structural Fire Safety Design Methods

Structural fire safety design contains two important aspects, including the characterization of fully developed compartment fires and verification of the ability of structures to resist and contain fires. Currently, the design methods may be classified into two classes:

- Methods related to fire resistance only
- Methods related to global fire safety

The first category of methods concerns the verification methods of fire resistance. The structural Eurocodes are for the time being strictly limited to this category. The second category is based on the fire risk assessment technology, which is being developed for particular buildings, important structures or individual projects, in which the fire safety objectives are required by the owner, authorities and designer.

Generally, the first category of methods is simple to design, but the safety margin for individual building is uncertain. The second category of methods is complex to design, but the safety margin is known and it is cost-effective as well.

1.2.1 Methods Related to Fire Resistance only

The methods related to fire resistance only are combined by fire models and structural models. The fire models define the evolution of air temperature, the convective and radiative boundary conditions, and the spreading of fire in a fire-affected room if possible. The structural models define elements or parts of the structures, thus allowing the prediction of the temperature increase in the structure or in elements ensuring compartmentation, of the collapse temperature or the collapse time for a given load.

Zone modelling and field modelling (Computational Fluid Dynamics) are two prevalent modelling techniques used to simulate the fire scenario in a building compartment. Several commercial software packages such as CFAST by NIST, HAZARD by Harvard, JASMINE by BRE, and SOFIE by a consortium of European fire research laboratories, have been developed for the modelling of fire in a building compartment. However, in view of the structural fire safety design, only the post-flash-over fire has a significant influence on the structural stability and integrity. These modelling techniques offer a high degree of accuracy in calculating the temperature evolution of a compartment fire but are extremely sophisticated. They are not very convenient tools for structural fire safety design.

An approximate method to describe the temperature evolution of a fully developed compartment fire has been considered desirable. The current Eurocode 1 gives a group of nominal fire curves including a standard fire curve (ISO 834), an external fire curve and a hydrocarbon fire curve. These curves are only time-dependent. As an alternative, Eurocode 1 also gives a set of parametric fire curves for relatively small fire compartments. These curves depend on the fire load, opening factor, thermal properties of boundaries and the geometry of the fire compartment.

In the current codes, three kinds of structural models are normally used:

- Simple calculation on elements like column and beam, with simple support conditions;
- Taking account of a sub-system with appropriate boundary conditions;
- Analyzing the global structural response to fire.
Any one of the three models can be taken for the thermal and structural calculation of fire resistance. However, in the first model, the buildings are treated as a series of individual members, and the continuities and interaction between these members are assumed to be negligible. Throughout the 1990s, following the investigation of the fire event in Broadgate (1991, UK), fire tests in William Street (1992, Australia), and full-scale fire tests on an 8-storey composite steel-framed building in Cardington (1995, 1996, UK), it was found that the structural member in the frame exhibited significantly better behaviour in fire than that in the standard fire-resistance test. The first model is very conservative by disregarding the interaction between members. The fire event and tests also highlighted that the first model, although conservative, did not address the true behaviour of the building structure in fire, since the building was not acting as a series of individual members. However, this model is simple to design.

The third model is an advanced analysis method by considering the building structure as a whole. The restraints by the surrounding parts and interaction between the structural members can be taken into account. However, the analysis is complicated and time-consuming. For the time being this model is mostly used for research purpose or for the individual project. The second model is in between the other two.

1.2.2 Methods Related to Global Fire Safety

As far as this category is concerned, the probabilistic and statistical methods are used to determine the probability of occurrence and the severity of fire in a building. The active fire measures such as heat/smoke detection, fire alarm, sprinklers, automatic closure of doors leading to compartmentation and fire-fighting services, in conjunction with the risk of fire occurring in the building - such as in a painting workshop or a swimming pool -, and the mobility of people in the building, will affect the severity of the fire design (including intensity and duration).

There are several different fire risk assessment methods developed respectively by Switzerland, Australia, the USA, Denmark, Canada and the ECCS. The ECCS method is one based on the logic tree analysis, which concerns with the probabilistic evaluation of the occurrence and spreading of a fire scenario in a building. In this method, the event 'fire' is divided into sub-events, which are easier to analyze. The occurrence probability of a fully developed fire can be evaluated, and thus the probabilistic fire curve can be defined.

The structural response to the possible fire can be analyzed by the advanced structural analysis techniques described above. The stability of the structures and integrity of the compartment can be checked according to the criteria of the codes.

1.3 Development of Composite Slim Floor Structures

In recent years, increasing interest has been shown throughout Europe in developing and designing shallow floor systems in steel-framed buildings. In the
shallow floor system, the steel beam is contained within the depth of the pre-cast concrete floor or composite slab with profiled steel decks. This form of construction achieves a minimum depth of building and the flat floor is beneficial because the building services can be run in any direction. The shallow floor can be designed using various forms of steel beams comprising either rolled or welded sections, which are called 'slim floor beams'.

The key features of the composite slim floor construction are the steel beam and the type of steel deck. One of the original slim floor concepts developed in Scandinavia was the 'Thor-beam' (Fig. 1.1a), which consists of two channel sections welded to a flat plate. Additional angles are welded to the top flanges to provide the shear connection. Another concept is the 'Delta-beam' (Fig. 1.1b). The slim floor system consisting of the 'Delta-beam' and prefabricated concrete slab is very popular in Finland. In 1991, British Steel and The Steel Construction Institute (SCI) developed a Slimflor® beam (Fig. 1.1c), which consists of a universal column section welded to a steel plate. Recently, interest has been concentrated on the asymmetric hot-rolled steel beam (Fig. 1.1d) in the UK, and on the asymmetric welded steel beam in Finland.

The slim floor beam offers good fire resistance because most of the steel beam is encased within the depth of the concrete slab. Several fire tests performed by SCI (Steel Construction Institute) in the UK [95,127,131] have shown that the composite slim floor beam can achieve 60 minutes' fire resistance without any additional fire protective measures if the load ratio is less than 0.5. To achieve 90 minutes' fire resistance, only a very thin protection underneath the lower flange is needed [B].

Generally, the conventional steel-concrete composite beam is well established for longer spans (> 9 m), but the slim floor beam creates more opportunities for steel in spans of 5-9m. It also achieves a slab depth of 300 mm or so, which is much less than that in conventional steel construction. This issue increases the competitiveness of composite slim floor construction with the concrete flat slab system. On the other hand, compared with the conventional composite frame system that has a primary-secondary-beam system, the new slim floor frame has a rather precise structural form.
Fig. 1.2 Composite Frame Systems: (a) Traditional Primary - Secondary Beams System; (b) Slim Floor System.

(Fig. 1.2). In slim floor construction, the slab is supported directly by the primary beam, and forms a part of the composite beam to work together with steel beam. Between the rows of the single frame, the tie members are employed to link them together and maintain the out-of-plane stability of the frame.

1.4 Aims of the Present Study

The aim of the present research project is to investigate fire resistance of the composite asymmetric slim floor beam both as an isolated member and as a part of the frame using numerical analysis methods. As an isolated element, the research includes the fire resistance of the new beam and the effects of enhanced measures such as additional reinforcements and fire paints underneath the bottom flange. In the frame analysis, the research focuses on the realistic behaviour of the slim floor frame as a whole in fire. The effects of frame continuity and its quantification, mechanical interaction between the structural members and the role of floor system on the stability of the whole building in fire have been investigated.

Another aim of the study is to develop a new parametric temperature-time curve for structural design, or improve the present parametric curve in Eurocode, to consider the situation in the fuel-controlled region and so on. The according method of equivalent fire exposure will also be developed.
Chapter 2

Parametric Temperature-Time Curves for Structural Design

2.1 Behaviour of Fires in Buildings

2.1.1 Introduction

The temperature-time curves in a fire compartment designate the characteristics and intensity of fire developing process. A typical temperature development in the compartment is shown in Fig. 2.1, which includes three phases: fire growth, full development and decay.

In the fire growth phase, the room temperature is low and the fire is local in the compartment. The period is important for evacuation and fire fighting. Usually, it is not of significant influences on the structures. After flashover, the fire enters into the fully developed phase, in which the temperature of the compartment increases rapidly and the overall compartment is engulfed in fire. The highest temperature, highest rate of heating and largest flame occur during this phase, which gives rise to the most structural damage and much of the fire spread in buildings. In the decaying period, the temperature decreases gradually. It is worth pointing out that this period is also important to the structural fire engineering because for the R.C. structures, composite structures, insulated steel structures and unprotected steel structures of low section factor, the internal temperature of cross-section will still increase significantly even though it is the decaying period.

The efforts to quantify fire characteristics can be seen as far back as 1928 in Inberge's study [77]. From efforts spanning almost 80 years, considerable knowledge about the fire has been obtained. The numerical modelling of fire scenarios for medium and large compartments has also produced many successful experiences. A one-zone model, multi-zone model and computational field model (CFD) have been developed and commercial software is available. However, the overview in this section will only focus on those relevant to the characterization of fire temperature evolution in a compartment.

The factors that have a significant influence on compartment fires are fire load and type, ventilation opening, and the geometry of fire compartment. The thermal properties of the compartment boundary also have some effect on the fire, and the variation on the maximum temperature is of the order of 10% [76, 94].
2.1.2 Regimes of Burning

The first systematic study of the behaviour of the fully developed compartment fire was carried out in Japan in the 1940s by Kawagoe et al. [81, 82]. In the study, the burning rate of wood cribs was found to depend strongly on the size and shape of the ventilation opening, which was called 'ventilation-controlled fires'. However, Thomas et al. [170] found that, if the ventilation opening was enlarged, a condition would be reached beyond which the burning rate would be independent of the size of the opening and would be determined instead by the surface and burning characteristics of the fuel, which was called 'fuel-controlled fires'.

Harmathy [73] analyzed data from a large number of wood crib fires in a compartment and plotted the results as $R/A_{\text{fuel}}$ versus $\rho_a g^{\frac{1}{3}} A_w h^{\frac{1}{3}}/A_{\text{fuel}}$. This plot shows a clear distinction between the 'ventilation-controlled regime' and a 'fuel-controlled regime' in which the burning rate $R$ is independent of the ventilation factor (Fig. 2.2). Harmathy recommended the following conditional equation

$$\frac{\rho_a g^{\frac{1}{3}} A_w \sqrt{h}}{A_{\text{fuel}}} = 0.235 \sim 0.290$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $\rho_a$ is the density of air (kg/m$^3$); $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity (m/s$^2$); $A_w$ and $h$ are the area (m$^2$) and height (m) of the opening respectively; $A_{\text{fuel}}$ is the surface area of the fuel (m$^2$).

2.1.3 Rate of Burning

The rate of heat release, which is the product of the rate of burning and the calorific value of fuel, is one of the most important characteristics of a fire. In some one-zone and multi-zone modelling, the rate of heat release of the fuel has to be input as the basic given variable. It represents the released heat by the fuel per unit of time.
In fact, in most experiments the rate of weight loss of the fuel was measured, rather than heat release; and although the rate varies during the course of a fire, it was found that during the fully developed period it had a steady value $R$. Generally, $R$ was defined as the average burning rate of fuel beginning when the fuel mass had dropped to 80% of its original value and ending at 30%. This period is also known as a 'primary burning'.

The earlier experimental results in Japan in the 1940s and later in the former USSR, the USA and the UK showed that $R$ was mainly controlled by the rate of airflow that enters the compartment. This led to the well-known equation $R = 0.1A_w h^{1/3}$ (kg/s). Later, this equation was verified by the theoretical derivation of heat balance in a fire compartment, under the specified restraint conditions [3]. Harmathy analyzed the experimental results for wood cribs and found that the rate of burning was well correlated to the surface area of fuel for fuel-controlled fires (Fig. 2.2). Further analysis on CIB fire tests by Law et al. [91,92] showed that, for ventilation-controlled fires, other features should be taken into account, notably the area of the enclosing surfaces of the compartment and the depth $D$ of the compartment in relation to the width $W$ of the wall containing the window (Fig. 2.3).

In general, the rate of burning of wood-based compartment fires can be expressed as:

For ventilation-controlled fires,

$$R = 10.8 \cdot (1 - \exp(-0.036 \cdot \eta)) \cdot A_w \sqrt{h} \cdot \sqrt{W / D}$$

(2.2)

and for fuel-controlled fires as,

$$R = 0.372 \cdot A_{fuel}$$

(2.3)

where $R$ is in kg/s.
2.1.4 Maximum Average Compartment Temperature and Fire Duration

The air temperature and fire duration are two important factors in characterizing fire severity. The maximum average air temperature represents the intensity of a compartment fire. Ma and Mäkeläinen [A, 114] analyzed the data from fully developed compartment fire tests for wood-cribs fires, and found that for fuel-controlled fires, the fire intensity had a good correlation with the ratio of opening factor \( \frac{A_i h^{1/3}}{A_i} \) (where \( A_i \) is the total surface area of compartment boundary, \( m^2 \)) and the critical opening factor (determined by Eq. 2.1). The following equations were given

For ventilation-controlled fires,

\[
T_{g \text{max}} = 1240 - 11 \cdot \eta
\]

(2.4)

and for fuel-controlled fires,

\[
\frac{T_{g \text{max}}}{T_{g\text{cr}}} = \sqrt{\eta_{\text{cr}}}
\]

(2.5)

where \( T_{g \text{max}} \) is the maximum average air temperature in a compartment (°C); \( \eta = \frac{A_i}{A_i h^{1/3}} \), the inverse of opening factor (m\(^{-1}\)); \( \eta_{\text{cr}} \) is the value of \( \eta \) in the critical region, which can be obtained from Eq. 2.1. \( T_{g\text{cr}} \) is the maximum temperature in the critical region (°C), which can be obtained by substituting \( \eta_{\text{cr}} \) into Eq. 2.4.

Thomas et al. [172] gave an expression on the maximum air temperature in a compartment fire, after the analysis of data from CIB small-scale fire tests. However, the critical regime of two kinds of fires was ill defined. In the expression, the critical regime was dependent only on a constant of opening factor (\( \eta = 12.5 \ m^{1/3} \)), which was not correlated to the fuel.
Although fire duration is an extensively used phrase, it is not clearly defined up to today. Intuitively, the fire duration could be defined as

$$\tau = \frac{G}{R} \quad (2.6)$$

where $G$ is the total weight of fuel (equivalent woods, kg).

### 2.2 Parametric Fire Models for Structural Design

#### 2.2.1 Nominal Fire Curves

The nominal fire curves are a set of temperature-time relationships, in which no physical parameters are taken into account. The main purpose of the prescription of the nominal fire curves was to make the fire resistance tests reproducible. The ability of fire resistance of building elements can be evaluated under the same heating curve. The current Eurocode gives three nominal fire curves: ISO standard fire curve, external fire curve and hydrocarbon fire curve. The first two are for cellulosic fire and the third is for hydrocarbon based fire.

#### 2.2.2 Parametric Fire Curves based on Heat Balance

Several groups (for instance, Kawagoe’s, Pettersson’s and Babrauskas’s) have attempted to predict the temperature-time history in a compartment fire, for the purpose of structural fire resistance design, based on the heat and mass balances of the compartment. The earlier curves by Kawagoe et al. [82] were derived only from the heat balance equations. The constant rate of burning was used and it was assumed that there was an unlimited supply of fuel. Pettersson et al. [142] complemented the mass equation, and used the realistic rate of burning derived from the measured data. Nevertheless, the rate of burning in his analysis was still only ventilation controlled. Using this model, a set of temperature-time curves was developed for the convenience of the designer, which were in the parameters of fire load density, opening factor and thermal properties of compartment boundary.
Franssen et al. [64] attempted to take account of the case for fuel-controlled fires as well. A one-zone model was used and the combustion model could define the burning regimes. The computer program, OZONE, was coded and a set of temperature-time curves in the parameters of fire load density and opening factor were calculated. These curves were stored on the PC disk in the form of differentiated data.

Another attempt made by Babrauskas et al. [5] gave an approximate mathematical expression by fitting the formulae with the calculated results using the COMPF2 computer code. This method requires the rate of burning as input, which is still difficult to determine nowadays.

2.2.3 Parametric Fire Exposure in Eurocode

With the thinking that the methods (Kawagoe’s, Pettersson’s and Babrauskas’s) were sophisticated and that the assumptions and uncertainties associated with the models were easy to make them premature, Lie (1974) suggested that it is only necessary find a fire temperature-time curve 'whose effect, with reasonable probability, will not be exceeded during the use of the building', if the objective is to develop a method of calculating fire resistance. He developed an expression based on a series of temperature-time curves computed by Kawagoe et al. It certainly inherited the assumption of unlimited fuel supply made in Kawagoe’s computation, before the fire duration was reached.

Having a similar idea to Lie’s, Wickström developed an expression by 'applying the standard fire curve for expressing natural fires for design purposes'. The current Annex B of Eurocode 1 [55] is based on his work. Compared with Lie’s expression, which is only dependent on the opening factor, the method in Eurocode takes account of all the four significant fire parameters. However, it is very poor for fuel-controlled fires [114].

The original temperature-time equation in Annex B of Eurocode 1 is given by

\[
T_e = 1325 \cdot \left(1 - 0.324 e^{-0.27t} - 0.204 e^{-1.7t} - 0.472 e^{-19.8t}\right)
\]

where \(t^* = \Gamma \cdot t\), \(t\) is time in hours; \(\Gamma = (O/b)^2/(0.04/1160)^2\), \(O\) is the opening factor (m²), \(b\) is the thermal properties of enclosing boundary \((=\sqrt{\rho \lambda \varepsilon}, \text{Jm}^{-\frac{1}{2}}\text{s}^{-1}\text{K})\). The time corresponding to maximum temperature is \(t_d = 0.13 \times 10^{-3} \cdot q_i / O\), in which \(q_i = q \cdot A_i / A_i\). \(q\) is the fire load density per unit floor area (MJ/m²). After the maximum temperature is reached, the temperature declines linearly and the slope depends on the value of \(t_d^* (=\Gamma \cdot t_d)\).
2.2.4 Parametric Fire Curves based on Experimental Approximation

An attempt has been made by the authors [A, 114, 116] to 'produce a simple calculation procedure which will, to a suitable degree of precision, estimate the temperature history in a fully developed compartment fire'. This model should take account of both kinds of fires (fuel and ventilation controlled).

It has been recognized that the major effect of fire on a building structure depends on the combination of fire intensity (maximum average air temperature) and fire duration [46, 73, 76]. It was expected that a general shape function in the parameters of the fire intensity and duration could describe the temperature history in a compartment fire. The physical parameters such as fire load and opening factor would only have an influence on the fire intensity and duration.

Based on the analysis of the measured fire curves for fully developed cellulosic fires, the shape function was given by

$$\frac{T_g - T_0}{T_{g_{\text{max}}} - T_0} = \left(\frac{t}{t_{\text{max}}} \cdot \exp\left(1 - \frac{t}{t_{\text{max}}}\right)\right)^{\delta}$$

(2.8)

where $T_g$ and $T_{g_{\text{max}}}$ are the air temperature and the maximum air temperature, respectively; $T_0$ is the room temperature; $t$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ are the time and the time when the maximum temperature is reached, respectively; $\delta$ is the shape constant of curve, usually 0.5 for the ascending phase and 1.0 for the descending phase; $t_{\text{max}}$ is a function of fire duration $\tau$. $T_{g_{\text{max}}}$ and $\tau$ can be obtained from Eq. 2.1-2.6.

Comparisons with the measured curves showed that this model fits well for both fuel-controlled and ventilation-controlled fires.

2.3 Equivalent Fire Exposure

Due to the large variety of possible temperature-time curves in buildings, the assessment would be very expensive if the building elements were tested for each particular fire curve. Therefore, a nominal standard curve is necessary in some sense. The concept of equivalent fire exposure is a bridge between the realistic fire curve and the standard fire curve.

The equivalent fire exposure is the time during which a specified compartment or structure is submitted to ISO standard fire in order to obtain the same severity (effect) as the real fire curve. This concept has been developed into several different methods and the key difference lies in the definition of 'severity' or 'effect'. It is primarily intended as a measure for the rating of fire resistance for a compartment.

The development of equivalent fire exposure surrounds the selection of the 'indicator' for the equivalent, which represents the fire 'severity' or 'effect'. So far, there exist four indicators, including the area of fire curve, the maximum temperature of the critical part of the structures, load-bearing capacity and heat load.
2.3.1 Equal Area Hypothesis

The basic idea of the equivalent area hypothesis is that the area of the temperature-time curve under standard fire above a certain baseline (150 or 300 °C) corresponding to equivalent fire exposure should be equal to that under real fire.

According to this principle, Inberge obtained the first quantified relationship of equivalent fire exposure and fire load, by burning office furniture and papers in a room and measuring the temperature attained. Inberge also realized the importance of ventilation; he did not quantify its effects, but adjusted it to give what he deemed to be a severe condition. His work formed the starting point of the current regulations of fire gradings:

\[ t_s = k_1 \cdot q \text{ (min)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

where \( q \) is the fire load density of equivalent woods per unit floor area (kg/m\(^2\)), and \( k_1 \) is the coefficient, which is of the order of unity.

However, Inberg's original hypothesis cannot be justified theoretically. Actually, the product of temperature and time is not the heat as expected. Because the heat transfer occurred during fire is dominated by radiative heat, the dependence of radiative flux on \( T_g^4 \) makes simple scaling very difficult (where \( T_g \) is the gas temperature of the fire compartment).

2.3.2 Equal Maximum Temperature of Critical Part in Structural Elements

Law (1973) [91] attempted to seek another way to express the severity of a compartment fire. She simplified the real fire as a constant temperature, which equalled the maximum air temperature, sustained for a period of time as fire duration (Eq. 2.6). Using the simplified natural fires, she analyzed the maximum temperature of insulated steel columns exposed to standard fire and real fires. The equivalent fire exposure was given by

\[ t_s = k_2 \cdot q \cdot \frac{A_f}{\sqrt{A_w \cdot \sqrt{A_f - A_w}}} \text{ (min)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

where \( q \) is the fire load density per unit floor area (kg/m\(^2\)), \( k_2 \) is a coefficient.

Equation 2.10 can also be written as

\[ t_s = c \cdot q \cdot w \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where \( w \) is related to the ventilation conditions, and \( c \) is a constant coefficient. This type of equation has been extensively used by the Eurocode, CIB W14, Din 18 230 (1998) and the Code by New Zealand, except for using a different value of \( c \) and expressions for \( w \).

2.3.3 Equal Load-Bearing Capacity

In this method, the residual sectional capacity of elements is taken as the equivalent indicator. Provided that the lowest sectional capacity under an overall fire process is \( R \), then the time \( t_e \) corresponding to \( R \) under the standard fire curve, is defined as the equivalent fire exposure.
Based on this definition, the authors [109,114, 116] carried out extensive parametric studies on the RC columns, in which the parameters are the characteristic ratio of steel 
\[ \alpha = \rho f_y / f_{cm} \] (0.05-0.5), width of the cross-section \( B \) (0.3-0.6 m), the aspect ratio \( H/B \) (1-3), the thickness of protection \( d \) for reinforcements (10-70 mm). The following relationship was obtained

\[ t_e = k_3 \cdot \sqrt{\tau \cdot T_{g,\text{max}}^4} \]  

(2.12)

where \( T_{g,\text{max}} \) is the maximum gas temperature (°C) and \( \tau \) is the fire duration (min), both of which are ventilation and fire load dependent. \( k_3 \) is of the order of \( 8 \times 10^{-6} \).

The equivalent time by Eq. 2.12 is related only to the fire behaviour itself. In this equation, \( t_e \) is the function of the product of fire duration and \( T_{g,\text{max}}^4 \), not the usual \( T_{g,\text{max}} \). It is quite rational in such a case that the heat transfer under fire is dominated by radiation.

### 2.3.4 Equal Heat Load

Since the damage on the structures by fire is caused by the absorbed heat, it is also natural to use the heat load during the fire duration as an indicator. This idea has been developed since the earliest study, but was changed into the version of equal area hypothesis, for the purpose of simplicity. The author [109] made a study on the R.C. structures by equating the absorbed heat load under real fires and standard fire. The following equation was given

\[ t_e = k_4 \cdot \left( \tau \cdot T_{g,\text{max}}^4 \right)^{1/3} \]  

(2.13)

where \( k_4 \) is of the order of \( 4 \times 10^{-6} \).

Theoretically, Equation 2.13 is also suitable for composite structures and steelwork although they are developed from R.C. structures, because their basis is not strongly related with the materials of elements, according to the theory of NHL (Normalized Heat Load) uniformity [64,74]. The problem is that they are perhaps not suitable for exposed steelwork, since exposed steelwork is more sensitive to the maximum gas temperature than to the heat when the duration reaches a certain value.

### 2.3.5 Equivalent Fire Exposure on Exposed Steelwork

Since exposed steelwork is more sensitive to the maximum fire temperature than other building materials, the principle of ‘equal maximum temperature of the critical part in structural members’ (section 2.3.2) is reasonable to use. The method in Eurocode 1 Part 2.2 employs this principle. Figure 2.4(a) shows the comparison between numerical analysis [114] and direct calculation using Annex E of Eurocode 1 Part 2.2. In the numerical analysis, the parametric fire curves in Eurocode have been used as input. It can be seen that there is a large discrepancy. This reflects the inaccuracy in the current formulae for equal fire exposure on exposed steelwork in Eurocode.
A study by the author using the same principle has been carried out to obtain a high accuracy for exposed steelwork. In the study, the parametric fire curves according to Eq. 2.8 were used as the input of natural fire curves. The results showed that the index of the fire duration is section factor dependent. The following equation was given

\[ t_v = k_5 \cdot \tau^\alpha \cdot T_{g,\text{max}}^{1.3} \]  

(2.14)

where \( \alpha = 0.267 + 5.87 \cdot \frac{V}{F} \), in which \( V/F \) is the inverse of the section factor; \( V \) is the volume of unit length, and \( F \) is the surface area of the steel of unit length. \( k_5 \) is of the order of \( 1.25 \times 10^{-3} \).

Equation 2.14 is quite similar to Eq. 2.12 in the case of a lower section factor. The equation here especially takes account of thin-walled steel members, whose inaccuracy in Eq. 2.12 is evident due to the coverage of the analyzed structures. On average, the resultant variable in Eq. 2.14 is the product of fire duration and \( T_{g,\text{max}}^b \), where \( b \) is in between 2 – 4, dependent on the section factor. This indicates that for steelwork of a low section factor, the temperature of the steelwork is radiation-dominated, and for steelwork of a high section factor, the temperature is dependent both on the radiation and convection. Figure 2.5 illustrates the comparison between the analysis results and the results using Eq.2.14.
Chapter 3
Temperature Analysis of Composite Slim Floor Structures Exposed to Fire

3.1 Formulation of Heat Transfer

The transient heat transfer equation based on Fourier Law is given as

\[- \nabla (\lambda \nabla T) + \dot{e} = 0\]  

(3.1)

where \( T \) is the temperature, \( \lambda \) is the thermal conductivity matrix, and \( \dot{e} = de/dt \) is the rate of specific volumetric enthalpy change. The gradient operator \( \nabla \) is defined as

\[ \nabla = \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial}{\partial y}, \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \right]^T \]  

(3.2)

where \( x, y \) and \( z \) are Cartesian coordinates. Superscript \( T \) is the transfer operator of the vector.

In principle, the above equations can be derived as follows, by using the finite difference method

\[ \frac{\rho e + \rho_w c_w \phi}{\Delta t} \Delta T = \frac{T_1 - T_0}{R_1 \Delta x} + \frac{T_2 - T_0}{R_2 \Delta y} + \frac{T_3 - T_0}{R_3 \Delta x} + \frac{T_4 - T_0}{R_4 \Delta y} \]  

(3.3)

where \( \rho c \) is the volumetric specific heat, \( \rho_w c_w \) is the volumetric specific heat of water, and \( \phi \) is the volume ratio of moisture content. \( T_i \) is the temperature of the \( i \)th element in the local system (Fig. 3.1). \( R_i \) is the thermal resistance term, which can be given by

\[ R_i = \frac{1}{K_i} + \frac{1}{K_0} + \frac{1}{K_{int}} \]  

(3.4)

where \( K_i \) and \( K_0 \) are the thermal conduction terms. \( K_{int} \) is the interface resistance coefficient. The sensitivity analysis in [110] has shown that the value \( K_{int} = 50 \text{ W/m}^2\text{K} \) could be used for the interface coefficient between steel and concrete. In the case of perfect contact, \( K_{int} = \infty \) can be presumed.
A generalization of Eq. 3.3 for the finite difference analysis was presented in [D]. Besides, Eq. 3.3 was derived for the internal elements. The complete formulation of heat transfer also includes the equations for the boundary elements and the auxiliary equations [D, 110].

The heat input rate \( q \) is expressed as

\[
q = K \cdot (T_g - T_s)
\]

(3.5)

where \( T_g \) is the air temperature of fire and \( T_s \) is the surface temperature of the structures. \( K \) is the coefficient of total heat transfer. According to ECCS Recommendations [26], it can be determined by

\[
\frac{1}{K} = \frac{1}{\alpha} + \frac{d}{\lambda}
\]

(3.6)

where \( d \) is the thickness of insulation, \( \lambda \) is the conductivity of insulation material; and \( \alpha \) is the resultant convective factor, which can be given by

\[
\alpha = \alpha_c + \alpha_r = \alpha_c + \sigma \varepsilon \left[ (T_g + 273)^4 - (T_r + 273)^4 \right] / (T_g - T_r)
\]

(3.7)

where \( \alpha_c \) is the coefficient of heat transfer due to convection from fire to the exposed surface of the member; \( \alpha_r \) is the coefficient of heat transfer due to radiation; \( \sigma \) is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant, and \( \varepsilon \) is the resultant emissivity coefficient.

The effect of moisture in concrete was modelled by the modified specific heat of concrete before its temperature reaches to 120 °C. After that the absorbed heat is totally used to evaporate the water until the water content of the element becomes zero. The formulation of the volume change of water within the elements has been given in [D, 110].
3.2 Computer Implementation

According to the above formulation of heat transfer, a temperature analysis program (TACS-FIR) for composite structures using the finite difference method was written by the authors [110]. The temperature distribution and history of both composite and concrete structures can be analyzed. The fire curves can be ISO standard fire or any type of natural fires. The program has been validated by the fire tests on composite slim floor beams (280ASB and 300ASB) by BRI [95], concrete-filled tubular columns by VTT [137] and concrete columns by HUCEA [121]. A comparison of the analysis results between this program and the TASEF commercial software was also made. Using this program, the temperature of composite structures in fire can be evaluated without the necessity of testing.

The computer program was coded in Fortran 77. The geometrical divisions of the current version are limited to the rectangular grids. The material thermal properties at elevated temperature can be selected by the user inputting the material ID according to the different codes or researchers, which were summarized in [110]. The material properties can also be input in the form of differentiated data defined by the user. In that case it is assumed to vary piece-wise linearly with temperature between the neighbouring data points. The conductivity of concrete can be specified to remain approximately as that at maximum temperature instead of the current temperature in the cooling phase. The critical time increment is usually very short, which is mainly dependent on the minimum dimension of the cells in the steel web. The theoretical criterion was derived in [D, 110]. A warning message will occur and the proposed value will be given on the screen if the inappropriate time increment was given.

The fire temperature history may be defined as a number of differentiated points on a temperature-time curve. Temperature between these points is obtained by internal interpolation. Several fire models described in Chapter 2, which are of the mathematical expression, are provided by the program and can easily be selected by inputting the according ID. These fire models are ISO standard fire (ID=2), parametric fire curves according to Annex B of Eurocode 1 Part 2.2 (ID=3) and the proposed fire model by the authors (ID=4).

The explicit forward difference scheme described in the previous section is used. The temperature at the central point represents the temperature of the elements. The maximum temperature of each element is specially stored in a vector for use in calculating the material properties in the cooling phase if necessary (for concrete only). The element temperature is output at the specified times.

The major structure of this program is illustrated in Fig.3.2 and the major routines are shown in Table 3.1. The invoking relationship of these routines and the main variables are described in [110].
TABLE 3.1 Functions of Subroutines in TACS-FIR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Subroutines</th>
<th>Description of functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>INPUT</td>
<td>Input the geometric, physical and other parameters of the object for analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FIR_CAS</td>
<td>Handle the fire temperature-time curves. Including a small collections of several fire curves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TEMPER</td>
<td>Analyze the temperature of internal elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>THER_RES</td>
<td>Calculate the thermal resistance items of internal elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MATERIAL</td>
<td>Calculate the thermal properties of steel and concrete at elevated temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>WATER</td>
<td>Calculate the evaporation of free water content in concrete for internal elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BOUNDARY</td>
<td>Analyze the temperature of boundary elements and handle all boundary conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>B_RES</td>
<td>Calculate the thermal resistance items of boundary elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>B_WATER</td>
<td>Calculate the evaporation of free water content in concrete of boundary elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3.2 Structure of the Computer Program TACS-FIR [110].

3.3 Thermal Response of Composite Slim Floor Beam to Fire

Figure 3.3 shows the temperature distribution of the Finnish composite slim floor beam with and without fire protection underneath the bottom steel flange at 60 minutes' fire exposure.
Fig. 3.3 Temperature Distribution of Composite Slim Floor Beam at 60 minutes' ISO Fire Exposure: (a) without Fire Protection; (b) with Fire Protection (intumescent fire paint of 250 µm).
Chapter 4

Structural Behaviour of Slim Floor Construction in Fire

4.1 Introduction

When subjected to fire, steel and composite structures lose their loading capacity and stiffness. To ensure safety to the life and prevent property loss, the indispensable fire resistance of the building is required by the authorities [36]. Traditionally, the fire resistance ability of the structural members was tested using the isolated element heated by the ISO standard fire. In this methodology, buildings were treated as a series of individual members, and the continuities and interaction between these members were assumed to be negligible. Consequently, most of the structural members need to be protected by the insulation materials, such as intumescent paints and fire protection boards, in order to achieve the required fire resistance.

Throughout the 1990s, following the investigation of the fire event in Broadgate (1991, UK), fire tests in William Street (1992, Australia), and full-scale fire tests on an 8-storey composite steel-framed building in Cardington (1995, 1996, UK) [79,162], it was found that the structural member in the frame exhibited significantly better behaviour in fire than that in the standard fire-resistance test. The standard fire test was very conservative by disregarding the interaction between members. The fire event and tests also highlighted that the current Codes, although conservative, did not address the true behaviour of the building structure in fire, since the building was not acting as a series of individual members [8-9, 52-53, 131, 151].

In recent years, increasing interest has also been shown throughout Europe to develop and design a shallow floor system in steel-framed buildings [95, 128, B, C, 110, 111, 112]. In the shallow floor system, the steel beam is contained within the depth of the pre-cast concrete floor or composite slab with profiled steel decks. Recently, interest has been concentrated on asymmetric hot-rolled steel in UK [130] and on the asymmetric welded steel beam in Finland [B, C, 110-113].

The aim of this research is to investigate the fire resistant behaviour of the Finnish asymmetric slim floor beam both as an isolated member and as a part of frame. The research results have been published in [B, C, 110-112]. The thermal analysis of the composite slim floor beam was included in publications [D, 110]. The fire resistance of the composite slim floor beam as an isolated member, with varied enhanced measures such as fire protection additional reinforcements, was described in publications [B, C, 110, 111]. The effect of various axial restraints on the fire resistance of isolated members
has been published in [111]. Effects of the axial and rotational restraints in two-dimensional subframes and the effects of composite floor slab were preliminarily studied in [C, 111]. Both the deformation and mechanical responses to fire have been explored.

For further research on the behaviour of the slim floor frame in fire, the overview in this context (Section 4.4) concentrates on the latest research results, which have not yet been published due to time issues. The content includes the global and local deformation response of the whole frame to fire, and the force and moment distribution and variation with time of the frame members. The mechanism of the beneficial and detrimental effects of the slim floor beam as a part of frame was explored. The effect of columns being protected and unprotected, and effect of a sway and non-sway frame were also investigated. The effect of the composite floor slab was further studied by three-dimensional frame analysis.

Most of the research conclusions for the frame analysis were also applicable for the other types of composite frame structures in fire conditions, even though the analyses were made on the composite slim floor structures in this context.

4.2 Fire Resistance Analysis of Isolated Beams - Eurocode Methods

Figure 4.1 shows the section shape of the Finnish asymmetric slim floor beam. The slim floor steel beam consists of three plates welded together. The steel deck is a Finnish product, Rannila 153.

Using the temperature distribution of the beam section in fire described in Chapter 3, the plastic moment capacity of the slim floor beam at elevated temperatures was analyzed by the moment capacity method. The mechanical properties of steel and concrete under high temperatures are given according to Eurocode 3 and Eurocode 4. The studies have shown that the composite slim floor beam has a 60-minute fire resistance if the load ratio is lower than 0.47. In practice, the load ratio of 0.5-0.55 is the most common when an office or residential building is subjected to fire. To achieve the desired fire resistance, some enhanced measures such as additional reinforcements and fire protection on the underside of the bottom steel flange must be taken. The 60-minute fire resistance can be obtained if rebars 2d32 are added in the concrete close to the bottom flange and the according load ratio is 0.57. Fire protection such as insulation board or intumescent fire
paint underneath the bottom steel flange is very efficient. When the intumescent fire paint Nullifire® and an allowed minimum thickness of 250 µm are used, the fire resistance can be up to 90 minutes under the load ratio of 0.67.

Resistance analysis under natural fires according to Eurocode 1 Part 1.2 was also made in [111]. The critical load ratios were given for different natural fire curves, which were in the parameters of opening factor and fire load density. After the analysis, it was concluded that the composite slim floor beam could be used without additional measures if the fire load density of the apartment is lower than 1100 MJ/m², which is rarely exceeded for office and residential buildings.

The contributions from each part of the composite beam section have also been analyzed. In the analysis, the beam section was divided into five parts: bottom steel flange, lower part of steel web, upper part of steel web, top steel flange and compressive concrete slab. The contribution analysis showed that at 60 minutes' fire exposure, the moment capacity contribution of the bottom flange is reduced to 31% from the original value of 44% at ambient temperature. The lower part of the web contributes 53% of the total moment capacity at 60 minutes' fire exposure while this value is 6% at ambient temperature. The steel web contributes a major part to the total moment capacity in fire while the bottom flange has a major contribution at ambient temperature.

The fire resistance of the composite slim floor beam using a hybrid steel beam was studied in [112]. In the hybrid steel beam, the bottom steel flange was substituted by high-strength steel or fire-resistant steel to achieve the desired behaviour of the composite beam.

4.3 Numerical Analysis of Isolated Beams

The numerical analysis of the beams at elevated temperature was performed using the general finite element program, ABAQUS/Standard [1]. The material properties of steel and concrete were taken from Eurocode 4 Part 1.2. The temperature distribution and history described in Chapter 3 were used. Uniformly four-point loading was applied and the corresponding load ratio was varied from 0.35 – 0.7. The parameters included additional reinforcements, fire protection on the bottom steel flange, beam spans and axial restraint stiffeners.

The displacement response of the beam to fire was investigated. First of all, two fire tests carried out by Warrington Fire Research Center (WFRC) [95] were analyzed, in order to validate the finite element model. Then, the parametric analysis was carried out. The displacement response of the Finnish slim floor beam under an applied load ratio of 0.53 is shown in Fig. 4.2.

The parametric analysis has shown that a 60-minute' fire resistance can be achieved if the load ratio is lower than 0.53. Higher fire resistance can be obtained by reducing the load ratio, employing additional reinforcements or fire protection on the bottom
flange. Intumescent fire paint of 250 µm can increase the fire resistance up to 105 minutes when the applied load ratio is 0.53. The studies also showed that the effect of the beam span on fire resistance is negligible if the applied load ratios are the same. The beams with constant axial restraints have a larger displacement at the earlier phase of ISO fire due to the secondary P-Δ effect caused by the thermal expansion. However, a more stable deformation response can be achieved thereafter (see Fig. 4.2). If the non-linear force-displacement curves with varied temperature are used for the axial springs, the deformation curve of the beam is in between that with constant stiffness and that without axial restraints.

4.4 Numerical Analysis of Frames

Figure 4.3 shows a typical frame structure using a composite slim floor system. Three types of frames, which were extracted from this structure, were analyzed. These frames include one-bay two-storey 2-d subframes, two-bay four-storey 2-d frames and two-bay two-span two-storey 3-d frames. The parametric studies on the 2-d subframes aimed to investigate the effect of semi-rigid connection (rotational restraints) and its quantification, the effect of the axial restraint provided by the columns, and the axial force and moment variation of the beams and columns in fire. In the study, the steel columns were filled in between the steel flanges with the aerated concrete.

Analysis of the 2-d five-storey frames aimed to investigate the structural behaviour of the composite slim floor frame as a whole in fire conditions. Both the deformation behaviour of the structural members and the mechanical interaction between the members were studied. The additional lateral deformation of the side-column caused by the thermal expansion and the catenary action in the beam in the different fire phases was highlighted. The moment variation in the columns during fire and the variation of the axial force in the heated beam were also investigated.

Analysis of the 3-d frames aimed to investigate the effect of composite floor slab on the behaviour of frame in fire. Comparison between the deformation behaviour of the heated beam in the plane frame and the spatial frame indicated the excellent effects of the concrete floor slab on the stability of the frame structures in fire.
4.4.1 Effects of Axial and Rotational Restraints on Beams

The structural behaviour of a beam or column in a plane frame can be resolved into an individual member with both rotational and axial restraints at two ends, as shown in Fig. 4.4. In the figure, $K_r$, $K_a$, and $K_v$ are the stiffness of the rotational, axial and support restraints respectively, provided by the surrounding columns and beams. Usually, the support restraint can be simplified as rigid. In a 3-d frame, the restraint caused by the floor slab should be included, on condition that the floor slab was compositely connected with the beams.

In [C], a method employing the 'modified load ratio' was put forward to quantify the effect of rotational restraint on the fire-resistant behaviour of the beam. The method was generalized to consider the rotational restraints provided by the semi-rigid column-beam connections.

Two major schemes have been carried out to investigate the effect of axial restraint on the fire-resistant behaviour of the beam. In the first scheme, the individual beams were subjected to fire with axial restraint spring of linear elastic properties and nonlinear temperature-dependent properties. Only the deformation behaviour of the beam in fire was investigated in this scheme. In the second scheme, the beam in the frame with hinged connection, was subjected to fire. Both the deformation and mechanical responses were analyzed in this scheme.

The effect of axial restraint on the mid-span vertical displacement for a simply supported beam in fire is shown in Fig. 4.2. It can be seen that the beam with axial restraint achieves a stable deformation response in the later phase and the run-away point is significantly detained, whereas before that, it causes larger deformation than without axial restraints. The mechanism is interpreted later.
For the cases in the second scheme, the deformation responses of the beam were similar to the results in the first scheme (see Fig. 4.5). In the figure, the columns in the frame were left unprotected. The according analysis results have been described in detail in [115]. Figure 4.6 shows the axial force variation of the heated beam during the fire exposure. It can be seen that the axial force in the beam is compressive and increases rapidly at the earlier ISO heating phase, which is due to the axial restraints by the surrounding structure on the thermal expansion of the beam. However, with the increasing deformation of the beam, catenary action comes into effect. Meanwhile, the heating rate of the beam becomes slow with time and consequently the catenary action occupies the leading role. At around 60 minutes’ fire exposure, a transient balance between the thermal expansion and catenary action occurs, and the axial force becomes zero. After that, the beam starts to be in tension. Another important factor, which contributes to the development of the axial force in the beam, is the decreased restraints by the column due to the material softness of steel at elevated temperature. This point is clearly reflected by the comparison between the column being heavily protected or unprotected, which is highlighted in Fig. 4.6.

An interesting point can be seen by looking through Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The frame beam still maintains its stability at 62 minutes’ fire exposure whilst the simply supported beam starts to run away. This corresponds to the time that the axial force in the beam starts to become tensile (Fig. 4.6). The catenary action starts to take effects to maintain the stability of the frame beam when the simply supported beam starts to run away under the modified load ratio.
4.4.2 Effects of Fire Protection on Columns and Heat Rate on the Beam

In some practices, the columns are fire protected to avoid their possible collapse during fire. In fact, fire-protected columns provide a larger restraint on the heated beam in the course of fire attack. In publication [115], the effect of fire protection measures on the column are presented. The studies showed that the fire protection measures produced better deformation behaviour for the heated beam and a smaller lateral displacement in the column end after 60 minutes' ISO fire exposure. However, the protection measures also caused a bigger axial force (both compressive and tensile) in the beam throughout the fire exposure.

In reality, the heating rate of the structural members may be different in each fire event, because of the different fire protection on the members or the different fuel types in the fire room, and so on. Three kinds of heating rates for the bottom flange of the slim floor beam were used in this study. Case 1 represents a linear heating rate of the bottom flange. Case 2 represents the heating rate caused by the ISO standard fire curve, and Case 3 represents a faster temperature rise in the earlier stage of fire. For all cases, the bottom steel flanges reach the same temperature at 90 minutes.

The analysis results show that the structural responses of the frame corresponding to the same temperature of the bottom steel flange are very close to each other, if the columns in the analyzed frames are heavily protected. However, if the heated columns are unprotected, the differences between the different heating rates are rather significant. This can be attributed to the interaction between the beam and the surrounding columns in fire. The analysis results are listed in Table 4.1. Actually, corresponding to the same temperature in the bottom flange of the beam, the fire exposure time is different for each of the different cases of heating rate. The according temperature distributions in the columns are hence different, which cause the different axial constraints on the heated beam.

![Diagram of Axial Force-time Curves of the Slim Floor Beam in the Frame under ISO Fire.](image)
Table 4.1 Structural response to different heating rates - exposed columns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heating rate</th>
<th>Beam mid-span displacement (mm)</th>
<th>Axial force in beam (kN)</th>
<th>Lateral displacement of side-column (1st floor) (mm)</th>
<th>Additional moment of side-column (kNm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>-140</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T=600 °C</td>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>-153</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>-192</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T=890 °C</td>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>-418</td>
<td>-193</td>
<td>-163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>-432</td>
<td>-177</td>
<td>-130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>-454</td>
<td>-156</td>
<td>-82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.7 Vertical Displacement of the Heated Beam in Plane Frame and 3-D Frame. (In the case 1 of 3-D frame, the beams along axis 1 and 3 were assumed to be well-protected and only the beam along axis 2 was heated; in the case 2, the beams along axis 1, 2 and 3 were heated. It was assumed that the columns C/2 and B/2 were subjected to fire.)

4.4.3 Effects of Composite Floor Slab

In order to identify the influence of the composite floor slab on the fire-resistant behaviour of the heated beam and the whole frame, several three-dimensional frames were analyzed. In the analyzed frames, the beam was connected by a hinge to the columns so that the rotational restraints were removed and only the axial restraints and the restraint of the composite floor slab existed. Then, the deformation and mechanical responses of the three-dimensional frame were compared with the plane frame which was similar to the three-dimensional frame but only the composite slab of a width of 1/8 beam span was included. In this way, the influence of the composite floor slab was expected to be identified.

Figure 4.7 shows the deformation response of the heated beams in an isolated case, in a plane frame and in a three-dimensional frame. It can be seen that the beam in the three-dimensional frame has a significantly better deformation behaviour after 60 minutes' fire exposure, whereas the deformation curves of the beams in the three-dimensional frame and plane frame are very close to each other before that. In this figure, the deformation response of the heated beam with the surrounding beams also heated, was shown. When the surrounding beams were also heated, the same as the
central beam, the restraint on the composite floor slab was weakened and the heated central beam had a larger displacement.

Figure 4.8 shows the deformation profile of the floor slab at 90 minutes' ISO fire exposure. It can be seen that the floor slab seems to support the beam, not the beam supporting the floor slab. This phenomenon is similar to that in the Cardington fire tests, which can be attributed to the 'membrane action' in the floor slab that becomes significant in the case of large displacement.

4.4.4 Effects of Sway and Non-sway Frame

For a sway frame, research has shown that the frame collapsed at a very early phase of ISO fire exposure (20 minutes in the studied case), if the columns were left unprotected. This was mainly caused by the significant P-\(\delta\) effect and the large thermal expansion of the heated beam. However, if the columns were fire-protected, the frame kept its stability up to 90 minutes' fire exposure, which was close to the non-sway frame.

4.4.5 Global Deformational and Mechanical Responses of the Frame in Fire

The global deformation of the frame is shown in Fig. 4.10. As interpreted later, the lateral deformation of the frame is largely caused by the variation of axial force in the heated beam. In the earlier phase, the thermal expansion of the heated beam produced a push to the surrounding structures. In the later phase, the catenary action took effect and a pull to the surrounding structures was produced. The lateral deformation of the frame follows the variation of the axial force within the heated beam.

Study of the mechanical response to fire of the frame members lends itself to understanding the mechanisms behind the deformation response. Studies in this scheme showed that three kinds of restraints had the major influence on the behaviour of the frame structure in fire, which are axial restraints, rotational restraints and the restraints by the composite floor slab. The later, causes a phenomenon that has been described as 'the floor slab supports the beam' in fire, which is actually produced by the catenary action in
the slab in case of large deformation. In this scheme, the plan frame was investigated and the variation of the axial force in the heated beam and the moment variation in the columns were tracked. The research results are presented in publications [B, C, 111, 115].

Generally, the variation of the axial force in the heated beam can be divided into two phases (see Fig. 4.6). At the early ISO fire exposure, the axial force is compressive and increases rapidly up to several times of that before heating. This is attributed to the axial restraints caused by the surrounding structures on the thermal expansion of the beam. However, with the increasing deformation of the beam, the catenary action starts to take effects and gradually takes the leading role. This is the second phase. After a period of time, a transient balance between the thermal expansion and catenary action takes place, and the axial force becomes zero. After that, the beam starts to be in tension.

All factors that affect the degree of the axial restraints in the heated beam contributes to the development of the axial force in the beam, for example, the material softness of steel columns at elevated temperature. A comparison of the axial force response between the frames with the columns being fire-exposed and fire-protected is shown in [115].

The variation of the axial force in the heated beam causes the significant additional moment in the surrounding frame members, especially in the columns. Fig. 4.11 illustrates the moment distribution of the columns at 30 and 90 minutes' fire exposure, respectively. In normal conditions, the moments in the columns are very small for the studied frame. It can be seen that the additional moments in the columns under fire are surprisingly large.
Fig. 4.10 Global Deformation of the Frame in Fire: (a) Deformation profile of the frame at 30 and 90 minutes' fire exposure; (b) Lateral displacement – time curves of the side – column C/2 in the first storey.
Fig. 4.11  Moment Distribution and Variation with Time of the Columns in Fire: (a) Moment distribution at 30 and 90 minutes’ fire exposure; (b) Moment variation with time of the side-column C/2 in the 1st and 2nd storey.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

Structural fire safety design is an important aspect in the design of steel and composite steel-concrete structures. Development of the structural aspect of modern fire safety design includes the characterization of fully developed fire curves, the temperature analysis and the structural response analysis. The probabilistic aspect of the fire curves and the action on the structures in fire are also very important issues. The probabilistic aspect of the fire curves could be considered using the probabilistic fire load and ventilation, in which the effects of sprinklers and fire-fighting by the fire brigades can also be included in a convenient way. The action (applied loads) on the structures in fire was developed by survey and probability analysis [42]. This dissertation is concerned with the characterization of fully-developed fire curves, the temperature analysis and the structural response analysis.

A method to estimate the temperature-time curve in a fully developed fire compartment for structural design purposes, without using computer code, has been developed, on the basis of extensive test results and increasing knowledge of fire engineering science. This method can provide a quick calculation of natural fire curves for use in the structural fire-resistance design, with a rational precision. Accordingly, the equivalent fire exposure methods have been developed. The equivalent fire exposure was found to be in the function of the product of fire duration $\tau$ and the maximum gas temperature $T_{g\text{max}}$, where $b$ is in between 2 – 4, according to the equivalent principle. This composition indicates the fact that fire is radiation-dominated.

A heat transfer model has been developed to analyze the temperature distribution and variation with time when the composite structures are exposed to fire. In the model, the effect of moisture in the concrete and fire protection on the steel beam can be taken into account. A computer code using the finite difference method (TACS-FIR) has been written.

In recent years, increasing interest has been shown throughout Europe to develop and design slim floor systems in steel-framed buildings. This dissertation presents the fire resistance behaviour of the composite asymmetric slim floor beam both as an isolated member and as a part of the frame using numerical analysis methods. In general, three schemes have been investigated, including isolated beams, plane frames with semi-rigid and hinged beam-to-column connections and the three-dimensional slim-floor frame system. The first scheme aimed to explore the fire resistance of the beams according to standard fire-testing methodology. The objective of the second scheme was to reveal the effects of frame continuity on the fire resistance of the slim floor beam and the mechanical interaction between the frame elements. The third scheme aimed to identify the influence of the composite slab on the beam behaviour in fire. The analyzed results indicate that the axial restraints provided by the surrounding parts cause a major
influence on the global deformational and mechanical responses of the frame to fire. The rotational restraints essentially cause the change in the applied load ratio in fire, which can be quantified using the 'modified load ratio' proposed in the context.
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